Service Information Sheet

FINANCIAL MODELLING
Since 1997 TMP Consulting has developed numerous customised financial models to meet a wide variety
of client requirements. We pride ourselves on maintaining long-term relationships with our clients, who
consistently rely on us to develop highly confidential, commercially-sensitive models.
Using our unique financial model templates, which have been
thoroughly audited and verified for accuracy, we develop
customised models specifically tailored to serve your individual
needs. Our trusted proprietary financial modelling procedure
ensures a systematic and efficient process, so you can totally
depend upon the robustness and accuracy of our models.
Model risk management services
Modelling errors can prove costly or even disastrous. It
is common practice for businesses to have numerous
spreadsheet models, often developed and maintained by
different people, to support them in planning and making key
commercial decisions. But how do you know that you can
trust these models?
At TMP we offer specialised consulting and testing services
to support you in managing and mitigating your financial
modelling risks. Our testing service will rigorously check each
of your models to ensure they have individual and mutual
integrity and produce outputs that you can consistently rely
on to make sound commercial decisions. Our consulting
service is designed to help you entrench financial modelling
best practices into your business, to ensure your analysts can
readily identify and eliminate errors in your models.
Accuracy guarantee

TMP FINANCIAL MODELLING
SERVICES SUMMARY
•
•
•

Building of new financial models
Extension of existing financial models
Audit / review of financial models
Specialisations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modelling for PPP projects
Major project tender submissions
Project feasibility study and project
financing
Commercial contracts modelling
Mergers and acquisitions
Business valuations
Projections of financial statements
Financial analysis for client-specific
requirements

“TMP’s expertise in financial evaluation and modelling of
projects is highly regarded in the company…
TMP have been known to always maintain the highest
ethical standards and have been trusted with extremely
sensitive and confidential company information.”
Carey Anderson

We employ a rigorous procedure to ensure that every one of our Regional Director, Thames Water Holdings (Australia) Pty Ltd
models meets the highest possible quality standards. These
include integrated control and ‘error-checking’ mechanisms to
All TMP services are also optionally
ensure every model is both robust and accurate. We deliver a
offered on a highly efficient, remote
comprehensive user manual and training with your customised
model, if required, and remain fully available after delivery for
basis, using the latest information and
any necessary upgrades or clarification.
communication technology.

Please direct any enquiries to

enquire@tmpconsulting.com.au

Ph: +618 8431 8688 / +61 417 809 452
Fax: +618 8431 7344
20-D William Street, Norwood
Adelaide, South Australia, 5067, Australia

For more information and
detailed profiles of TMP projects visit

www.tmpfinancialconsulting.com

